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BART Strike
Frustrates
Bay Area, But
Unions Prevail

First Stop: Tech

New UC President Makes Her First Public Appearance Amidst
Enthusiasm and Protest
By Nicholas Pingitore
In a historic Oakland Tech
assembly, students and staff welcomed the 20th President of the
University of California with vivid
enthusiasm. Formerly the Secretary of Homeland Security under
President Obama, Janet Napolitano
began her new job in late September with growing concerns among
students and staff regarding everything from rising tuition costs to the
University’s support of minority students, and Tech students were eager
for answers.
According to Napolitano,
though, some of these students’
fears can be put to rest. In her brief
speech she pronounced: “Our doors
are open, but I’m not sure we’re open

enough - we need to be open even
wider.”
While this statement, along
with Napolitano’s emphasis on the
fact that the UC system covers full
tuition for students whose families
make less than $80,000 annually, did
come as a pleasant surprise, some
students felt let down coming out of
the assembly because many of their
questions were left unanswered.
Many were hungry for more specific information, including what steps
the President would take to actually
“open the doors wider.”
11th
grader
Rafael
Cohn-Gruenwald asked, “What’s
her plan to increase the UC availability; where does it start?” He add(Napolitano continues on Page 12)

By Josef Starc
On October 22nd, the fourday BART strike that brought the
Bay Area commute to a standstill
for the second time this year came
to an end, with the two striking
unions agreeing to return to their
jobs and put the nation’s fifth-largest rail system back to work. Both
the Service Employees International
Union Local 1021 (SEIU 1021) and
the Amalgamated Transit Union
155 (ATU 155) had initially gone on
strike to advocate for higher wages,
which they believed they deserved
as BART revenues had increased
following the 2008 recession. In addition, the two unions, which represent the majority of BART station
agents and train operators, pushed
for better working conditions, including bulletproof glass in some
stations and a continuation of paper
pay stubs, which the unions claimed
were crucial for those without access
to computers.
(BART continues on Page 10)
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Dates to
Napolitano Talks Affirmative Action, Tech Remember
Compiled by Anya Ku
Students Not Happy
Nov. 1-18 – Canned Food
◀ President Napolitano shares her plan to
support minority students through “affirmative outreach,” a legal workaround to
affirmative action. Anya Ku / The Scribe.

By Rafael Sands
In a private Q&A session preceding
her public assembly, UC president Janet
Napolitano faced a slew of tough questions
from Tech students, including this one:
“Why is the diversity of the student body
at UC Berkeley not representative of the diversity of the Bay Area, and what are you
going to do to change this?” But despite
Napolitano’s well-prepared response, her
stance on affirmative action seemed to disappoint most of the 40-member audience.
After reviewing California’s Proposition 209, which outlawed affirmative
action in all state-run educational systems,
Napolitano affirmed her commitment to
follow the law, regardless of her personal
view on the issue.
However, she continued the discussion by outlining her plan for what she
described as “Affirmative Outreach,” which
includes working harder to support high
schoolers in lower performing districts as
they strive to gain admission into the UC
system. “And that is perfectly legal, perfect-

ly allowed, and something that we are doing,” she added.
She also described her plan to push
for more diversity within the faculty, which
would ultimately lead to a more diverse
student body, she said. “I’ve challenged the
chancellors of the different campuses that
you need to really look at what you are
doing to see about diversity in the student
body and also in the faculty,” she emphasized.
However, students from Tech’s
leadership class did not seem happy with
her response. The affirmative action question was brought up again, signifying the
audience’s desire for a more specific, concrete answer.
Oakland Tech Junior Maya Rapier,
who first brought up the topic of affirmative action, was disappointed that Napolitano “never said anything that had an action behind it.” She added: “I do not think
pushing the chancellors or doing more outreach is enough. There has to be some kind
of support system, some kind of goal that
really forces the UCs to do more.”
When the discussion concluded, Napolitano moved to the Auditorium,
where she led a short “pep-rally” for selected third-period classes. Here, students
seemed to be even more disappointed with
Napolitano’s words, with many frustrated
by the fact that she seemed to “beat around
the bush” and not really give any concrete
solutions to the concerns she raised. At this
presentation, she avoided the topic of Affirmative Action altogether. ☐

Drive

Nov. 19-20 – College
Crunch for Seniors
(Library, 1-6th period)
Nov. 20 – Minimum Day
Nov. 25-29 – Thanksgiving
Break
Nov. 30 – UC Applications
Due
Dec. 11 – Minimum Day
Dec. 18 – Minimum Day
Dec. 19 – Winter Music
Concert (7PM, Auditorium)
More at oaklandtech.com

Check it out!

The Scribe is now online at
oaklandtechscribe.com!
View old issues, subscribe
to email delivery, and
more!

CORRECTION

In our October issue, we
mistakenly identified
Mr. Harris as the creator
of Tech’s first AP class
placement test, when the
credit really belonged to
Ms. Phan.
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CA Prop 30 Means
More Money for
OUSD Come March
By Anna Rosenfeld

Thanks to the passage of CA
Prop 30 in last year’s election, Oakland Unified School District will be
receiving an additional $1,500-$2,000
per student, come March 2014. While
this is great news for Oakland, it raises serious questions about where the
money will go.
According to the California
Budget Project, California ranked
46th in the country in 2010-2011 for
the amount of spending per student.
The Project also reported that the
state reduced the school budget from
$103.0 billion in 2007-08 to $87.3 billion in 2009-10. Budget cuts like this
are felt at schools all over California,
but can be especially seen in low-income cities like Oakland.
Students going to school in
cities like Oakland do not benefit
from the same resources that students
in wealthier school districts enjoy because 44% of the district’s funding
comes from property taxes; this disproportionately affects low-income
neighborhoods, where property taxes
tend to be lower.
While inadequate funding
has had a negative impact on students, it has also taken a tremendous
toll on teachers. Teachers have turned
to applying for grants from the PTSA
to sometimes even using their own
money to provide the resources that
the district does not. One such teacher at Tech reported that “every August, I spend approximately $200 to
buy classroom supplies such as folders, highlighters, and paper in order
to start the school year with all the
materials students need to succeed.”

News
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Amidst Protest, Napolitano Vows to
Protect Undocumented Immigrants

A group of protestors shout “Napolitano has got to go!” outside of the Auditorium, where her assembly speech took place. Rafael Sands / The Scribe.
By Josef Starc

As Oakland Tech welcomed
the new University of California president Janet Napolitano on October
30th, activists both inside and outside
of the school protested her appointment on the basis of her actions during
her tenure as director of Homeland
Security. The demonstration was led
by a small but vocal group of By Any
Means Necessary (BAMN) members,
who cited record deportations and
increased immigration restrictions as
reasons why she should step down.
Within Oakland Tech, the
president was questioned by students in a brief Q&A before her formal speech to the student body about
whether or not undocumented students should be afraid to apply to the
University and what stance she would
take against those who do choose to
apply. Ms. Napolitano deftly responded by saying that, despite the deportations, over 3 million citizens were
naturalized during her tenure and
deportations were prioritized for convicted criminals who were also here
illegally.
She also contended that her
powers to halt the deportations as
(Funding continues on Page 9) Secretary of Homeland Security

were limited. Appointed by President
Obama as his first director of Homeland Security, Ms. Napolitano explained that “when you take the oath
of office, part of that oath is enforcing
the law that you’ve been given to enforce.”
She went on to say that it
was her office that took action when
Congress faltered on enacting the
DREAM Act, which would have provided a pathway to citizenship. “We
basically created our own version,
so that…we would defer any immigration enforcement action and give
them authorization to work,” said
Ms. Napolitano. The program, enacted in 2012, allows undocumented
people under the age of 30 to escape
the threat of deportation for two
years if they can prove they arrived
before turning sixteen, have lived in
the country for at least 5 years, are
younger than 30, are currently enrolled in an accredited school, have
graduated high school, or have served
in the military. Citing this action and
the potential of undocumented students, Ms. Napolitano affirmed her
commitment to opening the doors of
the University system to everybody
(Immigrants continues on Page 9)
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“XPocalypse” Could
Cause Computer
Troubles at Tech
By Ethan Smith

In April of 2014, Microsoft
will end support of Windows XP, and
the result will be an increase in computer viruses on systems still using
the outdated software. Tim Rains, the
director of Microsoft’s Trustworthy
Computing group, announced recently that “after end of support,
attackers will have an advantage
over defenders who continue to run
Windows XP.” Attackers will be able
to reverse engineer the security updates and use this to better their attacks against their targets, according
to Rains. Most of the computers at
Tech run Windows XP, and Tech has
less than six months to update these
computers before potentially experiencing attacks by malware and other
viruses.
Rains recently compared the
previous version of XP security updates, now unsupported, and the
newest version. The older version had
33% more successful virus attacks
than the newest version. Rains expects that to rise to 66% more when
the final XP security update’s support
ends on April 8, 2014. Many students
who know about the “XPocalypse,” or
end of support for XP, are concerned
about the safety of the computers at
Tech, most of which run the outdated
operating system.
Jasper Kriguer, a computer
academy student, remarked, “I think
it was good of Microsoft to extend
support for as long as it did, and it
will force businesses [and schools]

still relying on XP to change to the
more secure [Windows] 7 or 8.” If
Tech were to avoid the problems that
come with the end of support for XP,
it would need to upgrade the operating systems from XP to Vista or Windows 7. While the computers may be
able to support Windows Vista, the
computers will run slower on Vista
and even slower on Windows 7, if the
computers could run the operating
systems at all. “I don’t think they are
going to upgrade the operating systems. They would have to buy new
licenses and new computers because
the ones at Tech can’t run the newer versions of Windows,” remarked
Emmanuel Onyeador, the director of
Tech’s Computer Academy.
Typing up your essay or finding funny memes on the internet is
not considered a potential threat, and
you shouldn’t worry about doing this
on an XP computer, but always be
cautious. Any private tasks involving
a potential security threat, such as
online shopping, should not be done
on any PC running Windows XP beginning in April of next year. This
extends to email, social networking,
and any other activities which require you to enter personal or secure
information. ☐
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Why Napolitano
Deserves a
Chance
By Bianca Brooks

Janet Napolitano. A name
most Tech students had never heard
before October 30. A name many of
us are still not familiar with. Janet
Napolitano, the former Secretary of
Homeland Security under the Obama
administration and the new president
of the University of California system,
was Tech’s honored guest last month.
She came to speak about making the
UC system more accessible for students.
Despite the warm welcome
given to Napolitano by speakers like
ASB president Sammi Chen and former Paideia student Daishar Young,
the controversy surrounding Napolitano could hardly be hidden. Preceding the assembly was a protest just
outside the gates of the school by the
organization BAMN (By Any Means
Necessary) calling for Napolitano’s
removal as president, stating that she
is “an enemy of Dreamers and undocumented students of the UC system.”
Despite the protest and a private meeting held earlier that day
with Tech’s Leadership class about
the concerns of students regarding
her former position, Napolitano’s
vague speech addressed none of
these concerns. The closest she got
to addressing any concern was by
saying, “Our doors are open. I’m
not sure our doors are open wide
enough, and we’re going to do more
of that while I am president.” When I
addressed her privately to talk about
the intimidation and insult undocuComputers around campus may become
more vulnerable to attack when Micro- mented students feel by her appointsoft discontinues support for Windows ment, she stated, “Hey, I don’t care
XP. Anya Ku / The Scribe
(Chance continues on Page 9)
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Tech Students
Become Active in
the Fight Against
Human Trafficking
By Jessica Gagliardi

Most people living in Oakland
are aware of at least some of the major problems the city faces: homicide,
drug trafficking, robbery, and a dysfunctional city government. But when
many Oakland residents and people in
the Bay Area hear “human trafficking,”
they think of girls being forced into
prostitution in Pakistan or child laborers in the textile factories of India.
What they don’t realize is that
human trafficking is also prevalent in
the United States, particularly in the
Bay Area. Human trafficking can take
place anywhere from a fake massage
parlor to the sidewalk on International
Blvd.
There are an estimated 100,000
victims of child trafficking in the United States each year, and most of them
are girls between the ages of 10 and
18. According to the “Polaris Project,”
a national organization working to
combat the illegal act, trafficking has
become so widespread because it is
incredibly lucrative for the traffickers,
and very few people are aware that it
exists so close to home.
Within Oakland, victims come
from many different backgrounds,
and some of them even attend or have
previously attended OUSD schools.
They are often tricked or coerced into
becoming victims and are sometimes
even held as slaves in the more traditional sense of being literally locked
up. It can happen to almost anyone.
Fortunately, there has been
a huge increase in the awareness of
human trafficking within the United
(Trafficking continues on Page 7)
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A Rare Collision: Thanksgivukkah 2013
By Rozzie Heeger

On the fourth Thursday of
November, families all over America
will be setting their tables with turkeys and cranberry sauce, and, this
year, a certain 1.7% of Americans
will be adding another item to their
Thanksgiving tables – a menorah.
For the first time in 125 years
and the last time for the next 70,000,
Thanksgiving and the first day of Hanukkah will fall on the same day. This
is a curious phenomenon to many
people, so here are four questions you
may want answered concerning the
convergence of these two holidays.
1. If Thanksgivukkah is this year, why
isn’t it every year?
Hanukkah is celebrated on the same
date every year as part of a different
calendar. The months on the Jewish
calendar are shorter than the ones on
the calendar the rest of the world uses
based on the sun, called the Gregorian calendar. This causes the holiday’s
secular dates to change every year.
These differing
calendars usually cause Hanukkah to be
somewhere in
December.
2. The second
night?
What
does that mean?
Jewish holidays
begin and end
at
sundown.
This
means
that Hanukkah
truly begins on
the Wednesday

night before Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving festivities usually start midday
and continue on through the night.
Therefore, until sundown on Thursday, it will still be the first day of
Hanukkah; according to Jewish law,
once there are three stars in the sky
on Thursday night, it will be the second night of Hanukkah.
3. Should I cook anything extra?
Not necessarily, but if you’d like to
spice up the meal, there are endless
possibilities. Latkes would be an easy
thing to add to your table alongside
your mashed potatoes. They are commonly called potato pancakes, but
they are really just hash browns in a
circular form, and they are a staple
of the Hanukkah celebration. Plus,
though they’re often served topped
with applesauce and sourcream, they
may be even tastier with cranberry
sauce! ☐
Illustration Fiona Gregg / The Scribe
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Hot for Words:
Salivating over Syllables
By Scott Lau and Jazzy Lee

You’ve probably heard
from your English teacher
that there is a difference between “academic language”
and “street language.” Certain words and phrases are
okay for everyday speaking
and others might only seem
appropriate on your English
paper.
Every once in a while,
though, you’ll meet someone
who constantly speaks with
big words you can’t understand. These words fall into
neither category because,
quite frankly, they shouldn’t
be used anywhere.
This type of person
enjoys studying SAT vocabulary for fun. He or she feels
the impetus to augment the
external perception of their
vernacular prowess by abusing grandiloquent, arcane,
and esoteric vocabulary in
order to shame and perplex
quotidian students.
I am ashamed to say
that I am one of these people.
I have an irresistible, irrevocable, and undeniable love affair
with words. But for the sake

Anya Ku / The Scribe

of maintaining normal conversation with people, I tend
to avoid using big words. Unless you wish to lose all your
friends, drive your teachers
mad, or cause innocent bystanders’ heads to explode
from literary complications, I
suggest you avoid the words I
list below.
For the safety of mankind, I will lay out a few of
the biggest word offenses you
can commit so that if you find
yourself using these oversized
words, you can stop yourself
and repent immediately.
Preponderance (n.) - the
quality or fact of being greater
in number, quantity, or importance
This word is great in essays. In
fact, I almost guarantee that
throwing it into your English
paper will boost your grade
by at least one whole letter.
However, if you’re caught
on Thanksgiving saying that
your mashed potatoes have
a preponderance of gravy
on top, you can expect to be
seated at the table next to that
crazy uncle nobody likes.
Eleemosynary (n.) - relating to, dependent on, or
supported by charity; charitable
(Words continues on Page 10)
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Why Communiy College May
Be Right For You
By John Oberholzer

With all the pressure in applying to college
today, there is only one safe, simple, easy, and effective option: community college. Junior colleges
are not just for vocational certificates or high school
drop-outs – they are a great option for anyone, especially those who aren’t quite sure exactly which path
to take with higher education.
Not sure what 4-year college you’re interested in? Give yourself an extra year to visit and apply, without missing out on classes. Not sure if you
should take a gap year? Go halfway and take a light
load at the local junior college while you explore
other projects. Scared of moving away? Stay close
to home at Merritt or Laney and still get the college
experience.
Junior colleges are also a great option for
their price; instead of paying exorbitant tuition for
four years, take two at the junior college at a greatly
reduced price, and then transfer to a four-year college or university. While there is a stigma of inferior
education attached to many junior colleges, we at
Oakland Tech are conveniently located next to some
of the best community colleges in the state.
Afraid you won’t be accepted into your
school of choice because of that one year in high
school when your grades dropped? Earning an Associate’s degree at a junior college is a great alternative to using your high school grades for admissions. Instead of judging your complete high school
experience, four-year colleges will instead base your
transfer acceptance on your junior college transcript.
Junior colleges, especially our local Peralta
system, are notable for their great diversity. Ellie, a
Peralta student, says “People diss community college, but I love it. My best friends are an Iranian
woman and a transgender man who is my mom’s
age and makes paintings. You really do not get that
kind of diversity at other schools.” So, Bulldog Seniors, stop stressing about college apps and sign up
for classes at your local JC! ☐

Features

Scribe Staff Share Their Favorite
Thanksgiving Recipes
By Eva and Paula Fortune
With the holidays coming around,
it’s that time of year for lots of food.
Try using some great seasonal ingredients and get cooking!
Cinnamon-Sugar Pretzels
These pretzels are an easy, cheap,
and delicious snack.
Ingredients
1 (16 ounce) packages small pretzels
2/3 cup vegetable oil
1/2 cup granulated sugar
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
Instructions
Preheat the oven to 300º.
In a large roasting pan spread the
pretzels out evenly in the pan.
Mix together the oil, sugar, and cinnamon in a small bowl.
Pour the oil-cinnamon-sugar mixture over the pretzels; toss well to
coat the pretzels with the mixture.
Bake in the oven, uncovered, for 30
minutes, and stir every 10 minutes
(i.e. two times).
While baking, line a baking sheet
with wax paper.
Place baked pretzels onto the lined
baking sheet to cool. Spread them
out as evenly as possible.
(Adapted from justapinchrecipes.
com)
Easy Hot Apple Cider
This cider is super simple and great
for a cold day.
Ingredients
Apple juice or cider
Cinnamon sticks

Instructions
Simmer apple juice/cider on the
stove with a few cinnamon sticks for
a few hours. Stirring occasionally to
prevent any burning.
(Adapted from thestir.com)
Favorite Chocolate Chip Pumpkin
Muffins
This can also be made into a bread
by baking it in a loaf pan!
Ingredients
4 eggs
1 cup white sugar
1 cup brown sugar
1 can pumpkin (15 oz., about 2
cups)
3/4 cup vegetable oil like canola
3/4 cup olive oil
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 cup flour
2 teaspoon baking soda
2 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon or
pumpkin pie spice
1 teaspoon salt
2 cup semisweet chocolate chips
Instructions
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.
Grease and line a muffin tin.
In a mixing bowl beat eggs, sugar,
pumpkin and oils until smooth.
Combine flour, baking soda, baking
powder, cinnamon and salt-add to
pumpkin mixture and mix well. Fold
in chips.
Fill linings three-fourths full.
Bake for 16 to 20 minutes or until
muffins test done.
Cool in pan 10 minutes before removing to a wire rack.
(Adapted from spoonful.com)
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(Trafficking continued from Page 5)
States in the last 5 years. Many nationwide organizations such as
“MISSEY” and the “Polaris Project”
have been founded to combat human
trafficking through awareness campaigns and rehabilitation of victims.
For the first time ever, Tech
students are joining together to take
on the problem right here in Oakland. All are encouraged to participate in Tech’s very own campaign
against human trafficking. The Human Trafficking Club meets on the
1st, 2nd and 3rd Fridays of each
month at lunch in Ms. Woo’s room.
☐

Photo courtesy foodnetwork.com
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Up Close and Personal:
Close Up 2013

By Akintunde Ahmad

be unable to participate due to lack
of financial support.
If you have any questions
about the program or would like
more information, please talk to
Mrs. Wolfe, our teacher-sponsor, in
Room 103. She will also gladly accept donations of any size to help
cover the cost of the trip. ☐
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The Binge Watchers

Each month, we will cover a different
show we think is worth watching non-stop.
By Alexis Oddi and Sophia Taylor
Binge-Worthy Show #1: “Community”
A television comedy created by Dan
Harmon, “Community” is about to begin its fifth season on NBC. The show,
which is recognized for its zany and
bizarre sense of humor, centers around
an unorthodox study group at the fictional community college, Greendale.
This oddball grouping of a disbarred
lawyer, a wannabe activist, a former
high school football star, a millionaire
moist towelette company heir, a peculiar pop-culture fanatic, a single mother,
and an ex-Adderall addict overachiever
make up Greendale’s “Big 7.” Though it
is widely unknown, “Community” is a
critically acclaimed television show and
is deeply loved by those who watch it.
The series manages to strike the difficult
balance between over the top comedy
and heartfelt drama which is what has
endeared it to so many fans.

High school students are often left without an understanding
of how the classes they are taking
and the curricula they are learning can apply to the real world. We
think, “I’ll never need to know this
once I’m out of this class” and question whether the things we learn in
school will actually matter in our
lives. It’s no wonder many students
feel completely disengaged from
their learning.
The March 2014 Close Up
trip to Washington, DC and New
York, NY will give students learning
about our government the opportunity to actually see historical sites
that will put all that we have learned
into action.
Since 1971, over 750,000 students and teachers have participated
in the Close Up Program. Close Up
Catch “Community” Thursday nights
strives to help us, the students, better our understanding of our roles as
Anya Ku / The Scribe starting January 2nd on NBC.
citizens and educate students about
our democratic system through the
actual examination of our government up close.
This is a great opportunity
open to Juniors and Seniors in any
US History or Government class at
Tech, and, like most great things, it
comes with a cost. Many of us cannot
afford this trip, so we are all trying
to chip in as much as we can and ask
for help wherever possible. As students ask parents, staff, friends, and
businesses to kindly help us fund
the trip, please consider supporting
our experience. This is a once in a Congratulations to Oakland Tech Rep for an incredible performance of In The
Red And Brown Water!
lifetime opportunity, and we would
hate to have any one of our students
Anya Ku / The Scribe
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President Napolitano speaks with news
reporters following her assembly speech
in the Auditorium. Photo courtesy
MercuryNews. ▶
(Immigrants continued from Page 3)
both at the school assembly and later that evening when she spoke at the
Commonwealth Club in San Francisco. At the Commonwealth, the President committed $5 million of UC
funding to support undocumented
students with financial aid and counseling. Ms. Napolitano is the first female President of the University of
California and the system’s 20th President overall, previously serving as the
Governor and Attorney General of
Arizona. ☐
(Chance continued from Page 4)
whether students are undocumented
or documented. As long as they are
looking for an education.”
This rhetoric, however, did not
satisfy many Tech students, particularly those who are undocumented or
have immigrant parents here illegally.
To them, Napolitano’s appointment
sends a message. A Latino student,
who chose to remain anonymous,
said: “There are plenty of well-qualified educators who deserved to be
in her position that were overlooked.
Her appointment to such a powerful
position tells us about how the UC
system really views minorities, particularly Latinos. It says, ‘You’re not
welcome here.’”
The fact of the matter is, Napolitano was appointed very recently.
She does deserve a chance. Though
she has not yet made clear how she
plans to “open more doors,” her impressive résumé as an administrator
does prove hopeful. One thing is for
sure: with the UC system’s reputation
for the lowest minority enrollment in
the nation, they can use all the help
they can get. ☐

(Funding continued from Page 3)
Governor Brown recently passed the
“local control funding formula,” approved by CA Proposition 30, which
will give 20 percent additional funding for every student in California
who is a foster child, an English language learner, or who comes from a
low income family. 80% of Oakland’s
students fit into one of these categories, so starting this March, Oakland
will be receiving extra funds that
will help to equalize its funding with
that of wealthier districts. OUSD still
needs to decide where the money will
be spent because there are many options.
Some say the funding would
be put to the best use by boosting
teachers’ salaries. Others, such as
Chris Chatmon of OUSD’s African
American Male Achievement Initiative, say it should be spent on teacher
training, specifically to help teachers
be more “culturally sensitive.” Some
parents, especially a large group of
Spanish-speaking immigrants, believe the money would best benefit

schools by being spent on after school
programs to help children with their
homework.
Here at Tech, when asked
where she thought new funding could
do the most good, a student and former foster-child immediately replied
“guidance counselors,” adding on
that “if I had [had that kind of] support when I was going through my
situation, I would have done better in
school.” An Oakland teacher added:
“It is inequitable that our students do
not have access to the technologies
that will make them active and contributing members of our society.”
While it remains undecided
where the extra money coming in to
Oakland will go, hopefully it will be
able to make a difference in Oakland’s
schools. After all, it has the potential
to make OUSD’s motto, “Community Schools, Thriving Students,” even
more of a reality. ☐
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◀ Isabel Burgos / The Scribe
(Words continuesd from Page 6)
A top offender, eleemosynary far surpasses
benevolent, philanthropic, and altruistic.
Other than having entirely too many “E”s,
this word’s level of pretentiousness is incalculable. Before using this word, ask yourself,
do I really want to get slapped?

over 11% of all workers in the
United States, and raises questions
of whether or not their demands
for low pension and healthcare
contributions – once staples of
a quality workplace – have become unreasonable in today’s hyper-competitive job market.
The strike has now resulted in political efforts to ban BART
from striking in the future. Bans
on public transit strikes, which
are already law in San Francisco,
New York, Boston and Washington, DC, would ensure that Bay
Area citizens do not suffer when
BART and its management cannot
come to an agreement. But with
nearly $3 million dollars committed almost entirely to Democratic lawmakers in Sacramento over
the last two election cycles, the
two unions have nearly ensured
that such a law will not be enacted
anytime soon. While the Bay Area
may have turned against unions
during the BART strike, the odds
of preventing a similar situation
when the new contract expires in
2017 seem to be slim. ☐

Photo Courtesy The Guardian UK

(BART continued from Page 1)
The most interesting message, however, came from neither
the unions nor the BART management, who ended up settling on
a deal that guaranteed an annual
raise of roughly 4%, a mandatory
pension contribution and an increase of about $30 a month for
health care. Throughout the strike,
the most surprising issue was the
Bay Area’s animosity and complete lack of sympathy for BART
workers. The majority of commuters placed blame on the BART
workers, whose average pay of
$76,500 outpaces Bay Area private
sector workers, who average nearly $10,000 less according to the US
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
The reaction in what has
been a historically pro-labor region shows the growing gap between union workers and their
private-sector counterparts. According to the US BLS, 35.9% of
public sector employees maintain
membership in a labor union,
while only 6.6% of private sector
workers do the same. The contrast
draws attention to the demise of
unions, which now represent just

Inchoate (adj.) - incomplete and unformed;
partial:
A great normalcy killer. It’s almost as if using
this word reminds others of how rudimentary their vocabulary is. Now, don’t go making
legions of haters. Avoid inchoate unless describing baby kangaroos in a science paper.
Betwixt (prep.) - between:
The only time this word can be used without scorn is when it is wedged between two
Twix candy bars. Nope. Actually, there is no
excuse for using the word betwixt in a normal conversation. This word is strictly taboo.
Admissible for Shakespeare essays, where it
adds a touch of temporal comfort.
Amanuensis (n.) - one who takes dictation;
secretary:
Anything that sounds remotely Latin is a
big no-no, even if you are addressing your
red-haired, voluptuous, and strong-willed
assistant named Joan, whose pencil skirt is
tighter and shorter than anything you can
imagine.
The heinous word crimes you can commit
are not limited to those listed above. Their
myriad of numbers are multitudinous and
ever growing, so I encourage you to do your
own research to prevent them from tarnishing your reputation and relationships. ☐
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Reflections on Homecoming Court 2013: “I May Not Have Won But I Succeeded”
By Julia Kinkead
OTS: What made you decide to
run for Homecoming Queen?
JM: I tried last year but I didn’t
win because I didn’t put myself out
there. I wanted to actually succeed
this time. I felt like it would be a
really good statement to-- well, it
sounds really cheesy-- but to represent Oakland and Oakland Tech
and to show how far ahead we
are. I was pretty confident that a
majority of the school was behind
that ideal. There were many people
coming up to me personally and
saying how their whole class had
voted for me or they were really
happy I was running. I got that out
of the race without winning. It’s
just a good feeling.
OTS: Was the reaction what you
expected? Did you get any negative feedback?
JM: I was definitely expecting
negative feedback. I actually didn’t
get anything. Not once did somebody tell me I shouldn’t run or
say something really offensive or
awful.
OTS: What does this mean for
Oakland Tech as a school?
JM: I moved to Oakland a little
after the beginning of sophomore year. My school was terrible
before; it was an awful place. [Jake
went to school in American Canyon, a town just 60 miles north of
here.] And then I got to Tech, and- as cheesy and weird as it is--Tech
actually really did help me come
out as the full person that I am.
Tech made me feel comfortable
and welcome, unlike any other
school I’ve ever been to before. I
really want Tech to get the recognition it deserves for being such

a good school, being such a good place
for people to come, with a very good
structure of love and acceptance and
community.
OTS: There are a lot of people that get
what you’re trying to do and of course
there’s people that don’t get it. What
would be your message for someone
that doesn’t get it?
JM: People are people, and what I want
to do to express myself is what I want
to do. And as long as someone’s not
hurting somebody else, I don’t get how
anyone can want or try to stop someone
from doing something like this. I think
that’s just rude and out of place. We are a
very large, diverse group of people and we
have to come to terms with that and treat
one another fairly. You don’t have to like
something, but you need to learn to allow it
to happen whether it’s your thing or not. ☐

This month’s Thanksgiving
cartoon comes from Scribe
Staff Cartoonist
Naomi Warren▼
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(Napolitano continued from Page 1) however, was that President Napolied: “She didn’t actually mention any tano, during her stay in Washington
of the steps on how she was planning D.C., supported the Dream Act, a law
on opening those doors and keeping that would give citizenship to undocthem open.”
umented minors if they have attendWhile some were curious for ed school in the United States.
more on her plan to make tuition
Still, despite the protest and
affordable, others wanted to know the abundance of questions that still
what she would do to protect illegal
President Napolitano
immigrants within the University,
poses for a photo with
a major concern taking root in her
ASB leaders Cindy
previous position in the DepartNguyen, Kona Yeement of Homeland Security. Tension
Wong and Sammi
arose between Ms. Napolitano and
Chen (left to right) in
the immigrants rights’ group BAMN
the library following
(By Any Means Necessary), which
her Q&A session. ▶
was seen protesting in the front of
Anya Ku / The Scribe
the school before and after Napolitano’s arrival. One person even yelled
Online Exclusive:
during her speech “education not deHear an unedited
portation!” Others handed out fliers
recording of Napolideclaring Napolitano a threat “to the
tano’s Q&A session at
core values that the UC system prides oaklandtechscribe.com
itself in.” What was not mentioned,
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permeates the student body, President Napolitano’s visit seems to have
brought both pride and hope to most
students. This is not the first time a
UC President has visited Oakland
Tech and the reoccurrence of this
event seems to show that Oakland is
doing something right. ☐
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